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PREFACE

The act of reading connects a drama, a lyric, a novel, and a psychological

or political treatise, and when we read drama, we treat it the same way we

would any other literary text intended for reading, and we demand, first of

all, to be satisfied as readers. But the very act of reading a drama is directed

toward a goal different from that of reading lyrics or novels. Drama is written

to be played on a stage, and as a literary form it functions only if it offers the

possibility of performance.

(Hristić : )

When Ovid, shivering to death on the Black Sea, sent his third book of Tristia

back to Rome, he knew that the physical object leaving his hands would from the

beginning help shape the public’s experience of his work. Terence’s Hecyra was not

from the outset a text in that sense. It was first a script created for a very different

type of performance. As a play, its meaning was not established by the author’s

words alone or by a partnership limited to author and audience. There were

significant intermediaries. Actors, director, and composer all contributed to the

final product, and in the rough-and-tumble of Roman festivals, what happened

on the stage was never entirely sheltered from whatever else was happening in the

vicinity. Nor was any one performance necessarily the performance or any one

version of the script necessarily the script. Our modern text of Terence is therefore

both more and less than it seems, not simply a book but not in itself an altogether

reliable record of the play Roman audiences knew. One thing is nevertheless clear:

as the written remains of dramatic performance, it invites different interpretive

strategies from those designed for more familiar objects of academic attention.

It thus makes additional demands on a commentary. Grammar and syntax,

vocabulary and metre, textual transmission and textual criticism are as much the

commentator’s business as ever, but understanding a dramatic text requires more

than simply reading it accurately. We must not only grasp what its characters

say, but consider how they look, how they sound, and what they do. All that

requires imagination, and while the results of that imaginative process may be

less amenable to absolute demonstration than philologists might wish, ignoring

questions of performance, refusing to frame hypotheses about how a scene was

(or could be) played, certainly misrepresents the significance of the surviving

text and the dramatic art to which it is a witness. Performance-based criticism,

though hardly the only valid approach to Roman comedy, reveals aspects of the

 Contrast what we know about the role of books and reading in Roman literary culture
(Hutchinson : –, Parker ) with what seems to have been the early status of
performance scripts (Deufert : –, Goldberg , Marshall : –).

vii
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viii PREFACE

dramatist’s art likely to pass unnoticed in more traditional styles of criticism.

This commentary keeps performance in mind throughout, and even at its most

philological never entirely forgets the specific idiosyncrasies of performance in

second-century Rome and their role in shaping the text before us.

The present work began taking serious shape through a commentators’ work-

shop on Latin poetry directed by S. Douglas Olson and Alex Sens at Georgetown

University in . I am grateful to the directors and participants in that work-

shop for providing such a productively gruelling experience. Special thanks are

due to Brent Vine and Tim Moore for critiquing early drafts of the entire com-

mentary and to their students at UCLA and the University of Texas at Austin,

who took those drafts as their guide and freely told me what they thought of

them. As did, with his customary acumen and tact, my editor for this series,

Philip Hardie. Various sections of the Introduction were read in whole or part

by John Barsby, Peter Brown, Bob Kaster, and Brent Vine, who proved indefati-

gable in catching errors and more than once saved me from myself. What errors,

infelicities, and errant flights of fancy remain are entirely my own responsibility.

There are also the inevitable debts to predecessors. Aelius Donatus, to whom

we all owe so much, gets his due throughout, but I have been less assiduous in

crediting more recent colleagues. I nevertheless learned much from consulting

the editions of Hecyra by T. F. Carney and Stanley Ireland and acknowledge with

pleasure and thanks my debt to them.

 Then again, a performance-based criticism is unlikely to note the ‘responsions’, i.e.
scenes corresponding in length and theme, noted in the text by Kruschwitz  (none in
Hec.) or to attribute the same thematic significance to the repetitions of Hec. as Sharrock
: –. In imagining ancient theatre practice, it must also slip between the Scylla of
anachronism and Charybdis of naive historicism noted by Taplin : –.
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